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1.1 Overview to Global Tag and Subfield Editor

The Global Tag and Subfield Editor is accessed from Batch Control Tools menu.  Batch Control is 
accessed as part of importing or editing MARC bibliographic records, therefore is accessed from 
the many of the Cataloging functions.  

With this function you can search a batch for a specific tag, subfield, or subfield's value.  Then the 
following actions can be taken:  

  - if a search subfield was not named (i.e., the only criteria 
    is for a tag to Exist) then 
  
    + the target tag can be removed in all bibs;  
  
    + a target subfield can be removed, created, replaced, or 
       modified in all bibs;  
  
  - if a search subfield was named then 
  
    + the target tag can be removed in all bibs;  
  
    + a target subfield can be removed, created, replaced, or 
       modified in all bibs.  



1.2 Batch Control Tools Global Tag & Subfield Editor

1.3 Fields:  Batch Control Tools Global Tag & Subfield Editor

1.3.1 Field 1 Function Keys

1.3.2 Field 2 Search Tag:  3 characters

Purpose:  Search Tag specifies the tag which is searched in the batch.  The format is 3-digit tag 
number, using leading zeros if necessary.  Only tags 010 through 999 can be selected (with the 
exception of tag 979).  Values may be typed or selected from the table.  If a value is entered that 
is not in the table, then the software will confirm that the value should be used. 

If no tag is selected, then the only functions [Ok], [Cancel], and [Help] work.  Once a tag is 
selected, then most of the remaining fields are activated.  
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1.3.3 Field 3 Search Subfield:  1 character

Purpose:  This field specifies the tag's subfield for the search.  If no subfield is selected then field 
Search Condition is limited to selections Exist and Does Not Exist, and field Search Value is 
deactivated.  

Format:  A single character which should be from the tag's subfield table.  The table may be 
listed.  If the value is not found in the table then the software will confirm that the value should be 
used.  

Examples:  a through z or 0 through 9.  

1.3.4 Field 4 Search Condition:  14 characters

Purpose:  Search Condition determines the query into the batch.  Choices are 

   Exists 
   Does Not Exist 
   Equals 
   Not Equal 
   Contains 
   Not Contains 
   Starts With 
  
With the exception of Exists and Does Not Exist, a selection value is required for the field Search 
Value.  Conversely, if Exist or Does Not Exist is selected, then field Search Value is deactivated. 
If the value in one or more occurrences of the Search Subfield meets the criteria, the action will 
be performed.  

1.3.5 Field 5 Search Value:  240 characters

Purpose:  field Search Value is active when a Search Subfield is specified and the Search 
Condition is not Exist nor Does Not Exist.  Search Subfield takes any value.  If a bib in the batch 
matches the Search Tag, Subfield, Condition, and Value criterion, then that tag is subject to the 
window's Modify and Action.  

1.3.6 Field 6 Modify Tag or Subfield:  

Purpose:  Modify Tag or Subfield determines the target of the global edit.  It focuses the Action.  If 
Modify Tag is selected, then the only Action possible is Remove.  

If Modify Subfield is selected, then the subsequent field on the window, Modify Subfield, is 
activated and mandatory.  The Actions can be Remove, Replace entire, or Replace portion.  

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
Tag
Subfield:
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1.3.7 Field 7 Modify Subfield:  1 character

Purpose:  Field Modify Subfield specifies a target subfield to which the Action will be applied.  

Format:  A single character which should be from the tag's subfield table.  The table may be 
listed. If the value is not found in the table then the software will confirm that the value should be 
used. 

1.3.8 Field 8 Action:  

Purpose:  once the Search is defined, and the Modify Tag or Subfield is determined, then the 
Action is declared here.  

If Modify is Tag, then the only Action is Remove.  

Modify Subfield can have the action Remove, Replace Entire, or Replace Portion.  If Replace 
Entire is chosen, a New Value must be entered.  

If Replace Portion is chosen, then the Replace Portion is specified along with the New Value. If 
the Replace Portion occurs more than once in the target subfield, then all occurrences will be 
replaced.  

If the Modify Subfield occurrences more than once in the tag, and Replace Entire is chosen, then 
the first occurrence is of the target subfield will be replaced with the new value.  The other 
occurrences will be removed.  If the Modify Subfield occurrences more than once in the tag, and 
Replace Portion is chosen, then all appropriate strings in all Modify Subfield occurrences will be 
replaced.  

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
Remove
Replace entire
Replace portion:

1.3.9 Field 9 Portion:  200 characters

Purpose:  field Portion specifies a value which should be replaced in the subfield(s) data.  If the 
value occurs more than one time, it will be replaced each time, e.g., if the specified Portion is LU 
and the New Value is ABC, then the following subfield's datum 

    LULLABY IN HONOLULU 
  
becomes 

    ABCLLABY IN HONOABCABC 
  
Field Portion is only active when Action Replace Portion is selected.  
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1.3.10 Field 10 New Value:  200 characters

Purpose:  field New Value is used with Actions Replace Entire or Replace Portion.  This field is 
only active when Modify Subfield is selected.  

If Action is Replace Portion, and field New Value is left blank, then all specified Modify Subfield 
occurrences which contain the Portion value are removed.  If the last subfield in a tag occurrence 
is removed in this manner then the entire tag occurrence is removed.  

The following discusses a variety of Searches and Actions.  In all cases Modify Subfield is 
selected.  

A. When the Action is Replace Entire:  

A.1. Given a Search Subfield, the Condition is not "Does Not Exist":  

 
A.1.a. If Modify Subfield exists then the specified Modify Subfield is replaced.  This is the most 
common and simplest global edit.  For example, Search Tag 100, $a, Condition Equals, Value 
"Carter, James,", Modify Subfield a, New Value "Carter, Jimmie," then all "Carter, James," 
occurrences become "Carter, Jimmie,".  

A.1.b. If Modify Subfield is different than Search Subfield, and the Modify Subfield does not exists 
then the specified Modify Subfield is created with the New Value. For example, Search Tag 100, 
$a, Condition Equals, Value "Carter, Jimmie,", Modify Subfield q, New Value "(James)". 
Essentially for all occurrences of 

          100 $a Carter, Jimmie, 
  
will have its $q changed to "(James)". But if the tag does not have a $q, the a $q is added.  

A.2. Given the Condition is "Does Not Exist":  

 
A.2.a. If the Search Subfield is specified, and the Modify Subfield is the same, then a single 
occurrence of the subfield is created within the tag's occurrence with the New Value.  

A.2.b. If the Search Subfield is not defined, so the tag does not exist, and if a bib does not have 
that tag, then a single occurrence of that tag is created.  The two indicators are both the space 
character.  The Modify Subfield is given the New Value.  

B. When the Action is Replace Portion, then the Modify Subfield has to exist and contain the 
Portion Value for the New Value to be applied.  

1.3.11 Field 11 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:  

Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.  

Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.  
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